This is the (3/16/14) follow up note to the Vandalism in Lemon Valley.
The steel plate damage was done at close range with the shooter
obviously FULLY aware of what was happening. The firing positions
ranged from 20 to 50 feet off the plates. The impacts where from 223
ammunition fired from a semi-auto rifle. 80+ rounds were fired into the
Cowboy Range striking dozens of plates. One plate was impacted over 15
times. Several rounds penetrated completely through the steel plates. In
addition to the above damage, auxiliary steel plates were struck and often
penetrated over 260 times, plus two separate training vehicles where
heavily damaged.
The act was criminal, purposeful, repetitive, and done with clear intent. It
was Vandalism done by one or more persons of low moral character who
showed no ability to be responsible or respectful. It was an assault on
ProTEQ Property and on YOU the ProTEQ Patrons. You have been
gravely injured by this illegal, destructive, and inconsiderate attack.
ProTEQ will never be the same and your future experiences here will
forever be altered by this crime.
The Degree and Intensity of those alterations are directly related to how
You Help solve the mystery of …
WHO DID IT!
Information is trickling in, but I need MORE of it, and I need it FASTER.
Starting with the First Saturday in April the MAIN RANGE will be closed for
that day. You will NOT have a place to shoot that Saturday. The same will
happen each Saturday of April unless I have the answer to the above
question. All I need is to know and all you have to do is tell.
I am certain that someone saw it happen or heard the “brag” about it. Do
the right thing… STEP UP and reveal the guilty party who “Raped your
Privilege to the Range”.
Donald D Brannan, CEO
ProTEQ Firearms Academy
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